December Newsletter 2021

Children learn from the influences around them. Part of growing up is creating the habits that will follow your children
throughout their lifetimes and shape them as they mature. Instilling a healthy lifestyle in your children when they
are young can help build the framework for an entire lifetime of healthy habits.
Here are a few ways to lead your children toward a healthy lifestyle:
Eat at least one meal a day as a family: Eating at least one meal a day as a family ensures that your child is making
healthy choices during that time of the day. This also gives you the opportunity to lead by example and use the
opportunity to teach your children about food choices and healthy portion sizes.
Get your children outside and involved: This is another opportunity where you can create healthy lifestyle habits
as a family. Play games in the yard, go on hikes, and just get outside. Playing ball with your kids or involving them in
sports not only helps install a healthy lifestyle, but it also helps them develop coordination and important social skills
they cannot learn by sitting in front of a screen.
Turn off the technology: With technology at every turn, it's hard to pull your family away from screens. Computer
screen, phones, video games, tablets, and all of the other gadgets are such a part of everyday life that it consumes
them. But getting your children out of their seats and aware of the world around them helps them become more selfaware in mind and body.
Ask them to participate: Let them help grocery shop for healthy lunches, send thank-you notes and holiday cards
to friends and family, keep up the house, and make decisions.

Teach them responsibility: Giving your child the responsibility of planning their snacks or lunches, or planning
breakfast for the family gives them the opportunity to take ownership, and also allows you the opportunity to correct
their choices along the way.
Never use food as a reward: Connecting food to a reward and incentive can easily lead to dietary problems and
over-eating.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

 We are almost at the end of the first term. How quickly time passes! It seems just like yesterday that we
started the new Academic Year in September 2021. We had loads and loads of fun with our little darlings at
the Nursery engaging them in eclectic play and learning activities in this term and plan to do lot more with
them in the January term to enhance their skills in different areas of learning and development. The last
working day of the 1st Term is 23rd December 2021. We shall commence our two-weeks Winter Camp
from 26th December 2021 to 6th January 2022. Please contact the Nursery Office to get all the details
about the timings, activities and fee etc. The Nursery shall operate as per our regular timings from 7 a.m. to
6 p.m. throughout the Winter Camp.
 The Second Term commences on Sunday, 9 th January 2022. Please complete the fee payment for your
ward for the new term before 23rd December 2021.
 An in-depth Term End Assessment Report shall be sent across to all the parents for the different key
groups by the end of December 2021 by their respective Key Persons on the HiMama App.

Parent Referral Program
We have introduced a Friend Referral Programme for our LDN parents. A brochure in this regard was sent to you
on the HiMama Application.
We believe that our LDN parents are the best ambassadors for the Nursery. So please refer your friends to us as
the admissions are ongoing for the January 2022 term. With each successful enrollment, win some brownie points
coz "GREAT REFERRALS DESERVE GREAT REWARDS"! Please call us at the Nursery Office, to get more details!

Themes for the month of December 2021

Dear Parents, we would like to inform you that the theme of the month of December 2021 is: All About the
UAE - UAE Culture and Traditions; Stories and Poems from the UAE & Children around the World

Colour of the Month: Green (1 -2); and (2-3) years age group
Pink and Violet (3-4) years age group

Shape of the Month: Rectangle (1 -2); and (2-3) years age group
Star and Heart (3-4) years age group

Please refer to the “Menus and Calendar” tab in the HiMama Application to know about the special events
planned for the month of December 2021.

Little Explorers Newsletter

Dear parents,
Our little explorers have enjoyed themselves over the November month with the theme “Community Helpers”. The
key person provided lots of role play and sensory activities focusing on child development.

The theme for our little ones this November was “Community Helpers”, colour Yellow and Triangle shape. Children
celebrated ‘Yellow Colour Day’, ‘World Kindness Day’, ‘Universal Children’s Day’ and had loads and loads for ‘UAE
National Day Celebrations’. Children enjoyed Nursey Rhyme Week challenge listening and rhyming to all the classic
rhymes which helped them with their communication skills such as understanding, listening and attention.

Our youngest group started to learn and identify the triangle shape and numbers with simple activities. They got
to learn about the different occupations through role play, sensory activities and also learnt to identify tools used
by different community helpers (ex. doctor-stethoscope). They enjoyed art and craft activities such as creating
rainbow handprints, making a nurse’s hat and role model poster. They explored role play activities such as
pretending to be a doctor.

Our little ones enjoyed observing and taking part in experiments by creating new colours during our knowledge and
understanding of the world sessions. All children especially enjoyed our outdoor play area where they worked on
their gross motor skills to aid their physical development.

We look forward to another month with even more updates about our Little Ones!

Future Leaders Newsletter

Dear Parents,
Wow what another fantastic and busy month our little one’s had at the Nursery!

In the month of November, we learnt about ‘Our Community Helpers’ such as firefighters, police officers, doctors
and nurses. The key person spoke to us about how they help us and how they keep us safe. We listened to different
stories (Going to the Dentist by Stephen Cartwright and Let’s Meet a Firefighter by Gina Bellisario) about our
community helpers which helped us with our listening and attention skills.

In Role Play Session, we enjoyed pretending the hoop is on fire and we had to find ways
of going through, under or around the hoop.

We also learnt about different emotions such as happy, sad,
excited and angry, and how to express what we are feeling by communicating positively
with our peers and key person. We enjoyed painting stones of our choice and that color
represented how we are feeling.

During the month of November, we celebrated lots of events such as Flag Day, World
Kindness Day, International Day of Tolerance, Universal Children’s Day, World Hello Day,
Yellow Day, My Role Model Day and UAE National Day Celebrations.

During our Arabic and French Studies, we learnt how to say the
color ‘yellow’. We focused on counting from 1-10 in both Arabic
and in French. During the UAE Studies, the key person introduced a new story called ‘My
Cave My Treasures’ written by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. We
enjoyed painting seashells in different colors.

So, until next time it’s Goodbye from Future Leaders!

Creative Thinkers Bubble1
Dear Parents,
In the month of November 2021, a lot of emphasis was given on promoting the communication and language skills
and and knowledge and understanding of the world skills in our children. The focus of this month was community
helpers such as firefighters, mail carriers, doctors/dentists, police officers, teachers and construction workers
etc.
Children learnt about “My five senses”, wherein, they engaged in different activities that enabled them to have a
better understanding of their five senses – sense of smell, taste, hearing, sight and touch. Next, we focused on
the theme of “My feelings and Emotions” -- such as happy, sad, excited, angry, grumpy etc. where children were
encouraged to express their feelings and emotions in a positive and healthy manner and also how important it is
to spread joy and happiness in others’ life.

Then, our little learners enhanced their personal, social and emotional skills during circle time that
provides them with ample of opportunities to express, communicate and share their opinions and
viewpoints with their peers and key persons.
For numeracy, children worked hard to support their counting skills and number recognition of 2 and 3. When
we focused on the Diamond and Oval shapes in the month of November, children also practiced curves and
hoops in pattern writing.
For literacy skills, our lovely gems had a fantastic time learning about phonic sounds of letters ‘g -z’ through
different interesting activities. They practiced tracing and recognition of sounds, letter hunt, and matching of
phonic sounds.
For Physical Development skills, children used the small muscles in their hands and wrist to do different physical
hands-on activities such as manipulating puzzles, building blocks, tracing, cutting and sticking, and painting.
Our Creative Thinkers enjoyed making different art and crafts using various resources and materials that provided
them with the opportunity to be creative and to use their imagination in expressive art and design sessions at the
Nursery.

Our children also had a fantastic time celebrating different events like World Kindness Day, International Day of
Tolerance, Universal children’s day, World Hello Day, Orange Color Day, My Role Model Day and above all our UAE
National Day.

We plan to do more amazing activities in the month of December 2021 and bring them all up in the next round of
our newsletter. So, until next time Creative Thinkers bids you ADIEU!

Creative Thinkers Bubble 2

Dear Parents,
Creative Thinkers enjoyed themselves during the month of November 2021. Children got to know about the values
of the month: kindness, cooperation, controlling our emotions, and that we are all important and should value
each other. They learnt about tolerance and that everyone is different but unique and special in themselves. They
explored new colours -- Purple and Orange, and shapes- Oval and Diamond. Also, they had great fun learning new
numbers and alphabets.

The key person prepared fun activities with lots of props for children to explore during free play.

During the month of November, we explored the theme “Community Helpers”. We celebrated many special events
like Purple Day, Orange Day, Kindness Day, Universal Children’s Day, and My Role Model Day.

Children practiced their personal, social, and emotional skills during Circle Time. The key person encouraged them
to speak about what their dream occupation would be when they grow up. Children were encouraged to express
their feelings and emotions in a positive and healthy manner through several role play activities.

Circle Time is a great opportunity to work on communication and language development. Children, throughout
Nursery Rhyme Week challenge, enjoyed singing nursery rhymes, learned new words and built their knowledge and
vocabulary skills. Our Lovely Gems enjoyed practicing songs about time, weather, emotions and feelings, body parts
and occupations.

During our morning and afternoon sessions we worked on our physical development in our outdoor play area.
Children exercised, did yoga, Zumba classes, obstacle courses, and worked on their gross motor skills.
In November we continued with UAE studies, and we got to read and listen to “My Cave of Treasure” by H.H.
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum, followed by sensory activities. Children celebrated Flag Day and UAE
National Day with amazing hands-on activities.

Story Time is always a great way to improve children’s literacy development and attention and understanding skills.
Children were encouraged to create their own stories using their imagination.

For our numeracy development session, the Key Person prepared some fun activities to help children identify
numbers and shapes. To make it more interesting, we used various sensory techniques like playdough, object
stamping, and messy play.

The Key Person encouraged children to participate in role play activities like becoming a doctor or fireman, which
helped children to learn and understand the world and communities around us.

Children love to use their imagination at this age, so during this month we engaged in group play, made Community
Helpers themed crafts, and expressed our feelings during our expressive arts and design development sessions.

We can’t wait to share with you our next Newsletter with plenty UAE Cultural Week celebrations!

INFORMATION IMPORTANT INFORMATI

Some Food for Thought
What kind of SMART/ TECHSAVY parent are you?
Many of us treat our cell phone like a newborn. We are constantly checking to make sure it is on, we never leave
home without it, and we pray it never falls and breaks. We check Facebook while our children play at the park, take
calls during family dinner, and worst of all — chat or text with our precious cargo in the backseat.
It is not just our smartphones we’re obsessed with — it’s all technology. When researchers from Northwestern
University Center on Media and Human Development surveyed more than 2,300 parents about their use of
technology, they found that 27 percent were logging a whopping 11 hours a day of total screen time (including two
hours on their smartphone and nearly four on the computer).
That is not an overstatement. Of course, phones and computers can be a helpful and are now an integral part of our
lives. The key is finding the balance. Fortunately, all it takes is a few easily implemented solutions to slash screen
time in favor of face time. Address the bad tech habits we have adopted in our daily life and you’ll enjoy more
meaningful interactions with your children; bolster their self-confidence, language, and social skills; reduce their
chances of getting hurt; and even carve out more me time.
The iFauxPas: Talking or texting while driving:
The statistics boggle the mind: Parents are more likely than non-parents to read or text while driving (45 percent
versus 33 percent), according to a recent study on driver safety.
Worse, nearly 80 percent of parents say that they talk on the phone at least some of the time while they’re
driving, even though more than half of them consider it dangerous. Using a cell phone, even hands-free is just as

risky as driving drunk, as one is four times more likely to crash when doing either. Texting or e-mailing is twice as
risky as drunk driving, thus increasing accident risk eightfold. Same goes for that GPS app. Truth is, using your
phone while driving can be deadly.
iFix it!
While driving keep your phone in your purse on the passenger-side floor or in the glove department. We are not
kidding…….. and are quite serious! This will change the atmosphere in the car and open a new world of drive-time
chats. You can talk to your children, point out things that you drove past and ask them questions and bond with
them.

The iFauxPas: You set the dinner table with plates, utensils . . . and gadgets:
Family meals are endangered enough, thanks to dueling after-school schedules; adding tech is a recipe for disaster.
Besides inadvertently teaching and reinforcing rude behavior, dinner table media jeopardizes a sacred time.
Research shows that having frequent family dinners can be protective against destructive and anti-social behaviour
in children later in life.
iFix it!
Treat gadgets like belches: not welcome at the dinner table. Set the rule that the first person who tries to get
their device during a meal has to clean the dishes. For this to work, parents must follow suit along with their
younger diners. Setting screen-time limits for your children without adhering to them yourself is a double standard
that could make children take you less seriously.
The iFauxPas: You scan headlines while your child scales a crazy-high slide at the park:

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the number of ER-treated non-fatal injuries to
children ages 5 to 9 was declining until the year 2007, when the rates suddenly began to climb. As it happens, Apple
also introduced the iPhone that same year. Though studies have yet to confirm a connection, ER docs believe
distracted parenting could be a cause.
Mutli-tasking is a fad: Think you can successfully multitask? Not likely! In a 2010 study, 75 percent of cell phone
users walking through a large plaza failed to notice a clown on a unicycle.
iFix it!
Implement a “5 to 9” rule, meaning no gadgets during prime park (and other after-school activities) hours. Tweak
the time for your lifestyle; the hours between 3 p.m. and the kids’ bedtime are off-limits for media, but even a “6
to 8” rule can help.
The iFauxPas: You’re working a side game of Candy Crush:
Forcing your child to jockey for your attention while you pin a lasagna recipe creates an emotional disconnect. It
sends the message that you care more about your device than your child, which makes them feel rejected and
might also delay language development: Studies have conclusively found that the more two-sided exchanges a
youngster has with an adult, the more advanced their language is. That kind of conversational give-and-take just
doesn’t happen when a parent is on their smart phone and periodic “Bravo!’’ and “Good jobs!” don’t count.
iFix it!
Plan family outings to places that aren’t conducive to electronic disturbances — libraries, museums, sporting events,
theaters — and even leave the devices at home. (Set yourself a challenge, whether you can do this. We are
serious……. Not kidding!)

You need not cut yourself off completely and it is fine to occasionally check e-mails at home when your child is
happily engaged in solo activities but when you’ve committed to a one-on-one activity like playing checkers together
or building blocks/ solving puzzles, then your child alone should be the star of the show.
The iFaux Pas: You can’t cook dinner or go for a drive without popping in a DVD for the kids:
Using technology as a pacifier can stifle creativity and stunt a child’s attention span and social development. Many
of today’s children are so used to their parents handing them an iPad or smartphone while out to dinner that if
they’re alone with their thoughts for even a minute, they begin to feel antsy and uncomfortable. In other words,
they don’t know how to entertain themselves. Giving kids technology to keep them busy causes them to miss out on
the REAL WORLD.

iFix it!
Save the iPad and DVDs for truly desperate times, like long road trips or airplane rides. Instead of turning on the
television while you prepare dinner, try involving your child by creating a mock cooking show, narrating your steps to
a toddler or asking your grade-schooler to mix and measure. Or if they’re not in the mood for silence, turn on some
tunes as music aids in children’s problem-solving abilities.
Look at these times as investments in your family! In 20 years’ time, when your child leaves for college,
you’ll be able to look back together on those car rides or pre-dinner rituals as connected memories and not
lost opportunities.
It’s our job as parents and educators to find the RIGHT ways for our little guys and gals to interact with
technology. And to do this, we need to understand the ways technology impacts our children, and how to encourage
the right use of technology. The goal is for tech to have a positive effect on their behavior and development, as
opposed to a negative one.

How Technology affects children’s Behaviour and Social Skills?
Excessive amounts of technology time during a child’s developmental years is likely to have an impact on their
growth and development. Although some technology exposure can be good, here are a few different areas where a
child could encounter difficulties as a result of too much screen time.
Critical Thinking: Not surprisingly, studies have shown that the increase of technology has led to a decrease in
daily reading. In addition, it’s been argued that because many blocks of text you encounter on digital devices are
written in 140 characters or less, children are not challenged to think critically, or to expand on their thoughts.
To counteract this, and encourage critical thinking, be sure to set aside time every day for reading where no
electronics are present. Critical thinking can be developed through conversation expansion, which is when you help
your children learn to build on conversations by referencing past experiences or things they’ve read.
Attention & Imagination: Attention span development is affected by environmental factors. With the various
forms of technology available, children are often more distracted and less likely to focus on something else when it
is ever-present in their daily life. Also, when there is a great deal of visual stimuli and a lack of story reading, this
can impact a child’s development of imagination. To counteract this, it is important that children have the
opportunity to explore old-fashioned imaginative play and to let their imaginations run wild in storybooks.
Privacy & Safety: It is important to know what activities your children are exploring online as well as cultivate an
open relationship where your child feels comfortable discussing any concerning behaviour, they come across
online. Children in these settings can often be exposed to various degrees of bullying, which can have lasting
impacts on a child’s social and emotional development as well as their confidence and self-esteem.
The current norm is to use the social media as a way to strengthen existing relationships, what is more important is
to give children the opportunity to practice conversational and social skills without technology. Children that are

constantly using technology may be hesitant to interact with other children in a social environment, which can have
negative long-term effects on their personality and positive behaviour development as adults.
Make sure you give your child plenty of opportunities to practice in social settings by modeling effective
conversational skills yourself.
Here are a few important parenting ideas to help limit the negative impacts of technology on children:


Be informed and involved in current digital trends your child/ren may come across.



Be aware of what your child is using technology for.



Encourage using screen time for games or shows that are educational.



Develop an open relationship with your child to discuss any concerns.



Create “unplugged” time on a regular basis – which applies to everyone in the family.



Encourage use of imagination and relationship building with others in real life.



Be a strong role model yourself when it comes to technology use.

We must make sure that social media does not dictate the expectations and rules for our children. Technology is
undoubtedly useful in our daily lives, but both parents and children alike need to understand that technology should
be used as a learning tool, and should not substitute real world interactions.

Stay Connected with us at Little Diamond Nursery

Facebook
LittleDiamondNursery2

Instagram
Littlediamondnursery2

Website
www.littlediamondnursery.ae

Email
littlediamondmedia@gmail.com
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So, until next time!

PLAY, LEARN AND GROW!!!

